Klein Tools® Introduces Larger Canvas Zipper Bags for Convenient Storage

June 11, 2019 (Lincolnshire, Ill.) – Klein Tools (www.kleintools.com), for professionals since 1857, introduces the traditional Klein Tools Canvas Zipper Bags in a new, larger size. These 18-inch zipper bags are available in four distinct colors, as well as a three-pack, to help professionals organize large hand tools and other supplies by job task.

Canvas Bags with Zipper, Large Assorted Colors (items vary)

- Enables convenient storage for larger hand tools and materials
- 3.5-inch wide-bottom provides greater stability and easier access to stored items
- Constructed with tough No. 8 canvas for added durability
- Heavy-duty brass zipper keeps canvas bag securely closed
- Distinct bag colors help organize materials, parts and tools by job specific tasks
- Sturdy brass grommet is convenient for hanging and storage
- 18 inches long (457 mm), 8 inches high (203 mm) and 3.5 inches wide (89 mm) for convenient storage
- Three-pack includes assorted colors: red, yellow and blue (Cat. No. 5539LCPAK)
- Assorted colors also sold separately – Red (Cat. No. 5539LRED), Yellow (Cat. No. 5539LYEL), Blue (Cat. No. 5539LBLU) and Natural (Cat. No. 5539LNAT)

“Professionals across all trades depend on variously sized zipper bags to organize everyday tools and materials,” says Amina Gibic, associate product manager at Klein Tools. “Klein Tools’ traditional Canvas Zipper Bags are 10 inches long. The new Large Canvas Zipper Bags, however, are 18 inches long to enable professionals to store necessary supplies as well as large hand tools. Four available colors make it easy for tradespeople to keep needed items organized by specific job task."

For more information, visit www.kleintools.com/new-products or search for #NewKleins on social media.

About Klein Tools

Since 1857 Klein Tools, a family-owned and operated company, has been designing, developing and manufacturing premium-quality, professional-grade hand tools. The majority of Klein tools are manufactured in plants throughout the United States and are the No. 1 choice among professional electricians and other tradespeople. For more information, visit www.kleintools.com.
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